Reading 5
Topic Outline
First Quarter  S.Y. 2015-2016

TOPICS

I. Literary Appreciation

A. Like Father, Like Son: The Griffeys
B. Just Like Me
C. Number the Stars
D. The Secrets of Vesuvius

II. Reading Skills and Strategies

- Summarizing (Topic Sentences and Main Ideas)
- Anecdotes
- Character Study (Compare and Contrast)
- Making Inferences
- Setting
- Visualizing using Sensory Words

Reference: Literacy Place 5
Alternative Assessment: Self-Portrait
Long test
Reading 5
Topic Outline
Second Quarter  S.Y. 2015-2016

TOPICS

I. Literary Appreciation

A. Sky Pioneer
B. The Bunyans
C. Book: The Magician’s Nephew

II. Reading Skills and Strategies

○ Character Study
○ Setting
○ Plot
○ Sequence of events
○ Cause and Effect

Reference: Literacy Place 5
Alternative Assessment: Scrap Book Report
Long test
TOPICS
I. Literary Appreciation

A. La Baba
B. From the Phantom Tollbooth
C. Book: The Little House on the Prairie by Laura Ingalls Wilder

II. Reading Skills and Strategies
  ○ Character Traits
  ○ Making Predictions
  ○ Figurative Language (Simile, Metaphor, Personification, Alliteration, Onomatopoeia)

Reference: Literacy Place 5
Alternative Assessment: Speech Choir and Declamation
Long test
TOPICS
I. Literary Appreciation

A. Book: A Bridge to Terabithia
B. At Home
C. Toliver’s Secret

II. Reading Skills and Strategies
   ○ Character Study
   ○ Plot
   ○ Setting
   ○ Purpose of the Author
   ○ Making Judgments
   ○ Suspense

Reference: Literacy Place 5
Alternative Assessment: Lap Book Report
Long test